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Introduction 

Overview 

Blogging tools are traditionally web applications that generate dynamic content, while Amazon S3 is a storage service 

that is used for static content, so how is it possible to have dynamic systems on static ones?  Well, literally speaking 

you can’t, but it’s possible to simulate the behavior to the blog’s end users by serving pre-generated / cached content. 

For reference, please check out Amazon.com’s CTO Werner Vogels’ personal blog www.allthingsdistributed.com. 

Learning Objectives 

In this lab we will demonstrate how to host a blog using Amazon S3. 

In order to successfully complete this exercise, you should be 

familiar with basic website concepts. After completing below lab you 

will be able to: 

1. Create and partially manage WordPress blog on AWS 

2. Use AWS Management Console 

3. Create and manipulate Amazon S3 static website 

4. Upload and view content in Amazon S3 static website 

Before jumping into the hands-on steps, let’s briefly mention the 

services and tools that we’ll be using here. 

WordPress 

According to Wikipedia1, WordPress is a free open source blogging 

tool and a content management system (CMS) based on PHP and 

MySQL. Features include a plug-in architecture and a template 

system. It is used by over 18.9% of the top 10 million websites as of 

August 2013. WordPress is currently the most popular blogging 

system being used on the Web, powering over 60 million websites 

worldwide. 

It is very important to mention that we have chosen WordPress for 

this exercise because it’s widely used according to latest 

benchmarks 2 , but the same steps can be applied to the other 

blogging tools hosted in Amazon S3 (more details will be provided at 

the end of this document). 

 

 

 

                                                      

 

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress  
2 http://www.webnethosting.net/wordpress-vs-joomla-vs-drupal-cms-popularity-war  

http://www.allthingsdistributed.com/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress
http://www.webnethosting.net/wordpress-vs-joomla-vs-drupal-cms-popularity-war
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Amazon S3 

Amazon S3 is storage for the Internet. It is designed to 

make web-scale computing easier for developers. 

Amazon S3 provides a simple web services interface 

that can be used to store and retrieve any amount of 

data, at any time, from anywhere on the web. It gives 

any developer access to the same highly scalable, 

reliable, secure, fast, inexpensive infrastructure that 

Amazon uses to run its own global network of web 

sites. The service aims to maximize benefits of scale 

and to pass those benefits on to developers. To learn 

more please visit http://aws.amazon.com/s3/ 

Common Use Cases: Static Website Hosting3 

You can host your entire static website on Amazon S3 

for an inexpensive, highly available hosting solution that 

scales automatically to meet traffic demands. Self-

hosting a highly available website that can handle peak traffic loads can be challenging and costly. With Amazon S3, 

you can reliably serve your traffic and handle unexpected peaks without worrying about scaling your infrastructure. 

Amazon S3 is designed for 99.99% availability and 99.999999999% durability, and it gives you access to the same 

highly scalable, reliable, and fast infrastructure that Amazon uses to run its own global network of web sites. 

Amazon EC2 

Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (Amazon EC2) is a web service that provides resizable compute capacity in the 

cloud. It is designed to make web-scale computing easier for developers. Amazon EC2’s simple web service interface 

allows you to obtain and configure capacity with minimal friction. It provides you with complete control of your 

computing resources and lets you run on Amazon’s proven computing environment. To learn more please visit 

http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ 

AWS CloudFormation 

AWS CloudFormation gives developers and systems administrators an easy way to create and manage a collection of 

related AWS resources, provisioning and updating them in an orderly and predictable fashion. You can use AWS 

CloudFormation’s sample templates 4  or create your own templates to describe the AWS resources, and any 

associated dependencies or runtime parameters, required to run your application. To learn more please visit 

http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/ 

                                                      

 

3 http://aws.amazon.com/s3/#common-use-cases  
4 http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-templates  

http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/
http://aws.amazon.com/s3/#common-use-cases
http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-templates


Getting Started 

qwikLAB Guide 

Cloud vLab5 (creator of qwikLAB6) is AWS partner that offers a complete end-to-end cloud platform, for hands-on 

software training lab creation, management and consumption. It is delivered anywhere, anytime, on any device, on-

demand. qwikLAB will get you provisioned an AWS environment and an IAM User to access Management Console or 

interact with CLIs / SDKs / APIs. Here are the steps: 

1. Use Start Lab button to launch the lab. 

Note: If you are prompted for a token, please use one you’ve been given or have purchased 

 

2. Note a few properties of the lab. 

a. Duration – The time the lab will run for before shutting itself down. 

b. Setup Time – The estimated lab creation time on starting the lab. 

c. AWS Region – The AWS Region the lab resources are being created in. 

 

3. Click Open Console to launch AWS Management Console. 

Note: Don’t close qwikLAB web page, as we’ll need it later for SSH connect and IAM access credentials 

 

 

 

  

                                                      

 

5 http://qwiklab.com/about_us  
6 https://aws.qwiklab.com  

http://qwiklab.com/about_us
https://aws.qwiklab.com/
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AWS Guide 

Next we’ll login into the AWS Management Console with previously provisioned IAM User (username awsstudent) by 

qwikLAB. You can as well run this lab in your own AWS account, assuming you have provisioned an IAM User and 

you are aware of the cost associated with launching AWS resources. Here are the steps: 

1. Fill in the User Name and Password and click Sign in using our secure server. 

Note: Access this web page’s URL directly – https://<Your Account ID>.signin.aws.amazon.com/console 

 

2. Once logged in, you should see AWS Management Console’s home dashboard 
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Hands-on Lab 

I. Creating WordPress Blog Using AWS CloudFormation 

In this section we’ll provision the infrastructure required to run the dynamic aspect of the blog. We’ll use AWS 

CloudFormation sample template for WordPress. It will launch an Amazon EC2 instance running Apache web server, 

MySQL database, as well as all related tools to generate dynamic content and push it as static content into Amazon 

S3. Here are the steps: 

1. In AWS Management Console’s home dashboard click on CloudFormation. 

 

2. Make sure first all your AWS resources will be launched in North Virginia region. In the top right corner it 

should be N. Virginia. If it displays otherwise, click on the arrow and switch to US East (N. Virginia). 

 

3. Next, click on Create New Stack. 
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4. Fill in the Stack Name (avoid spaces) and make sure the Template option is Provide a Template URL. We’ll 

be using WordPress template from AWS CloudFormation 7  Sample Template 8  page (e.g. Single EC2 

Instance with local MySQL database). Paste below URL and click Continue. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/cloudformation-templates-us-east-1/WordPress_Single_Instance.template 

 

5. Next step is to specify parameters. Make sure you don’t leave empty fields. Remember the values you input 

for DBPassword (used to access MySQL as wordpress user) and DBRootPassword (used to access 

MySQL as root user) and type in existing KeyName (it is case sensitive; use the key pair provisioned by 

qwikLAB; it’s the actual key file name without .pem or .ppk extension). When done, click Continue. 

                                                      

 

7 http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation  
8 http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-templates  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/cloudformation-templates-us-east-1/WordPress_Single_Instance.template
http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation
http://aws.amazon.com/cloudformation/aws-cloudformation-templates
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6. Next step is to specify tags. We’ll create only one tag (Key = Name, Value = myWordPressInstance), but you 

can have up to 10 tags per resource. This feature helps customers to generate the detailed billing for the 

charges per tag at the end of the month. When done, click Continue. 

    

7. Last step in this wizard is Review. Verify that everything is ok and click Continue. 

Note: By clicking Cost link you’ll see estimations in AWS Simple Monthly Calculator9, but we’ll give you 

some hints how to lower that cost as well at the end of this document. 

                                                      

 

9 http://aws.amazon.com/calculator  

http://aws.amazon.com/calculator
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8. Finally, after clicking Close, you’ll see the new stack (status becomes CREATE_IN_PROGRESS). While 

waiting for this stack to be created, you can explore and see what happens now by switching between 

Template, Events or Resources tabs below. 

 

 

9. When the stack is created (status becomes CREATE_COMPLETE; may take up to 5 minutes), you’ll see in 

the Outputs tab blog’s WebsiteURL. Click on that link (or just copy and paste it in your favorite browser), 

WordPress will load “installation page” (image below left). Fill in all the fields correspondingly and click Install 

WordPress. You should see “success page” (image below right). 

 

Warning: If creation of the stack fails (status becomes ROLLBACK_COMPLETE or CREATE_FAILED), 

check Appendix A – How to check why your AWS CloudFormation failed. 

Note: Don’t close this window, as we’ll get back to it later in the lab! 
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Congratulations on completing your second major task! 
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II. Creating Amazon S3 Static Website 

In this section we’ll provision AWS resources to store and distribute the blog’s content. We’ll use another AWS 

CloudFormation sample template for Amazon S3. It will create a new bucket in Amazon S3 where all the static 

content will be pushed. Here are the steps: 

1. To create Amazon S3 static website, we’ll be using another template that is published on AWS 

CloudFormation Sample Templates page (e.g. S3_Bucket.template). Go to AWS Management Console and 

click on Create Stack. 

 

2. Type in the Stack Name (avoid spaces). Switch the Template option to Provide a Template URL, paste 

below URL and click Continue. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/cloudformation-templates-us-east-1/S3_Bucket.template 

 

3. Add Tags (or just skip to next step) and Review the stack before launching it. Once everything is ok, click 

Continue to create new stack. 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/cloudformation-templates-us-east-1/S3_Bucket.template
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4. Click Close and now you should see two stacks in your management console. AWS CloudFormation is 

creating an Amazon S3 bucket, which can take couple of minutes to complete. 

 

Congratulations on completing your second major task! 
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III. Generating Static Version of WordPress Blog 

In this section we’ll install and configure tools and services that will help us generating the static pages of the blog. 

We’ll connect to our Amazon EC2 instance and install git and wp-static (an open source project that creates a static 

version of an WordPress blog). There is no need to configure any of these tools, since it works out of the box with no 

extra configuration. Here are the steps: 

1. First, we need to connect using any ssh client to the WordPress’ server. In the Management Console go to 

our running Amazon EC2 instance: AWS Management Console > Services (top left corner) > EC2 > 

Instances > Check myWordPressInstance > Copy the public DNS name of the instance. 

    

2. Use the public DNS name of the above instance to connect via SSH. For detailed instructions, see Appendix 

B – Connecting to your Amazon EC2 instance via SSH. 

3. Once connected into the instance, install git that will be used to pull the static content generation tool 

4. Clone wp-static repository from github.com 

5. Before generating the static content, there is a configuration change in Apache Web Server that needs to be 

done in order to allow permlinks override (go to line 339 in /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf and change 

‘AllowOverride None’ to ‘AllowOverride All’). 

6. Generate static version of the WordPress blog. When prompted Run wget now? [y/n], choose Y to continue. 

Congratulations on completing your third major task!  

git clone git://github.com/eistrati/WP-Static.git $HOME/WP-Static 

 

sudo cp $HOME/WP-Static/wpstatic.sh /var/www/html/wordpress/; 

cd /var/www/html/wordpress; 

sudo /bin/sh wpstatic.sh 

sudo yum -y install git 

ssh -i <path to your key pair> ec2-user@<your instance public dns name> 

sudo sed -i.bak -e 's/AllowOverride None/AllowOverride All/g' /etc/httpd/conf/httpd.conf; 

sudo service httpd restart 
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IV. Uploading Static WordPress Pages To Amazon S3 

In this section we’ll install and configure unified AWS CLI10 to push generated content to Amazon S3. More than that, 

we’ll setup a cron job that will generate and push content every minute.  To work with CLI we’ll need to create AWS 

access credential in the Management Console and save it into a configuration file. Also, we’ll need to enable Static 

Website Hosting feature in Amazon S3 to serve this content as static pages. Here are the steps: 

1. First, we’ll enable Static Website Hosting feature in Amazon S3. In the Management Console go to our 

bucket’s properties: AWS Management Console > Services (top left corner) > S3 > *s3origin* bucket > 

Properties tab > Static Website Hosting > Enable website hosting > Index document: index.html > Save. 

Note: Static Website Hosting’s endpoint value will be used in the next section (see page 18) 

    

 

2. Installing unified AWS CLI, which is based on python and pip installer. Go back to ssh client that is connected 

to Amazon EC2 instance and execute the following commands (when prompted Is this ok [y/N], choose Y to 

continue): 

3. Configuring unified AWS CLI. We’ll need to replace <access_key> and <secret_key> with either AWS Master 

Account or AWS IAM access credential (please use IAM access credential provisioned by qwikLAB). 

                                                      

 

10 http://aws.amazon.com/cli  

cd $HOME; 

wget https://raw.github.com/eistrati/WP-Static/master/awscli.sh; 

sudo /bin/sh awscli.sh 

http://aws.amazon.com/cli
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4. Pushing the content to Amazon S3 using unified AWS CLI. We’ll need to replace DNS name with the one 

generated by AWS CloudFormation template in second section: AWS Management Console > 

CloudFormation > MyWordPressBucket stack > Resources tab > BucketName. 

5. Setting up cron job to push content every minute 

Congratulations on completing your fourth major task! 

 

  

echo 'export AWS_ACCESS_KEY_ID=<Your Access Key>' >> $HOME/.bashrc; 

echo 'export AWS_SECRET_ACCESS_KEY=<Your Secret Key>' >> $HOME/.bashrc; 

echo 'export AWS_DEFAULT_REGION=us-east-1' >> $HOME/.bashrc; 

source $HOME/.bashrc 

 

cd /var/www/html/wordpress; 

aws s3 cp --recursive --acl public-read wordpress-static s3://<BucketName>/wordpress 

echo "cd /var/www/html/wordpress; aws s3 cp --recursive --acl public-read wordpress-static 

s3://<BucketName>/wordpress" > $HOME/ec2cron-wordpress-to-s3.sh; 

chmod 0755 $HOME/ec2cron-wordpress-to-s3.sh; 

sudo crontab -u ec2-user -l > $HOME/ec2cron-config.txt; 

echo "* * * * * $HOME/ec2cron-wordpress-to-s3.sh" > $HOME/ec2cron-config.txt; 

sudo crontab -u ec2-user $HOME/ec2cron-config.txt 
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V. Create New Blog Post And Check If It Works 

In this section we’ll create a new blog post. We’ll use Amazon EC2 instance that was created in the first section and 

runs the WordPress blog. After new article is published, we’ll check the corresponding URLs in Amazon to see if the 

content was published there as well. Here are the steps: 

1. Go back to the browser where we had WordPress blog opened and click Log In button (as shown below, 

picture in the left). Type your admin credential and click again Log In button (as shown below, picture in the 

right). Remember admin’s username and password were specified in the first step, when launching AWS 

CloudFormation template. 

    

2. In the WordPress’ Dashboard, follow the link that says Write your first blog post. You’ll land on the 

WordPress’ Add New Post page. For the purpose of the exercise, we’ve typed AWS re:Invent 2013 in 

article’s title and copy-pasted re:Invent’s homepage11 in article’s body (Ctrl+A and Ctrl+C on re:Invent’s page, 

followed by Ctrl+V on WordPress’ page). When done, click Publish.  

    

3. Now we’ve created a new article called AWS re:Invent 2013, so let’s check if it was published on our blog. 

Back to WordPress, top left corner, second menu from the left should drop down and say Visit Site. Click on 

that link and enjoy the newly published blog post! 

                                                      

 

11 https://reinvent.awsevents.com 

https://reinvent.awsevents.com/
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4. Next, we’ll check if the static content is available through Amazon. In the same window simply replace the 

Amazon EC2’s URL (e.g. ec2-54-244-52-179.compute-1.amazonaws.com/wordpress) with the Amazon S3’s 

URL (e.g. mywordpressbucket-s3bucket-15m88eaz8kzp.s3-website-us-east-1.amazonaws.com/wordpress). 

Note: Amazon S3’s URL value can be obtained from AWS Management Console (see page 15) 

    

 

You're done!  
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Conclusion 

Let’s Review (+ Homework) 

We’ve walked through some simple steps on how to host a blog using Amazon S3. In our example we’ve used 

WordPress, but the same approach can be applied to the vast majority of the blogging systems available out there. 

Let’s review what we’ve done: 

1. Created an Amazon EC2 instance that will manage the dynamic aspect of the Wordpress blog 

2. Created an Amazon S3 bucket that stores and distributes the blog’s content 

3. Installed git and cloned wp-static repository, the tool that will generate the static version of the blog 

4. Installed and configured AWS CLI to work with Amazon S3 and enabled Static Website Hosting feature 

5. Created a new blog post entry and checked the published content using Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3 

At this point we can host a blog using Amazon S3, but there are some more things to consider, which we’ll leave as 

homework (or some extra thinking exercise): 

- Would you use for your blog the URL that Amazon S3 is provisioning? 

o Hint: Think of DNS CNAME records and how to use it in conjunction with your blog’s domain name 

- Would you be able to use Amazon S3 to capture dynamic content, something like comments or ratings? 

o Hint: Think of some kind of client side technologies like JavaScript and server side functionality 

exposed through APIs running on Amazon EC2 

- Would you generate the entire static version of your blog every time you need to push it into Amazon S3? 

o Hint: Think of some way of generating and pushing to Amazon S3 only new and/or modified content 

- Would you like to lower even more the cost of running your blog? 

o Hint: Think of stopping Amazon EC2 instance when not used, benchmarking performance vs cost of 

integrating with other services like Amazon CloudFront 

And finally, we’d like to reiterate and point out again Amazon.com’s CTO Werner Vogels’ personal blog as a great 

example of an WordPress blog published using Amazon S3: www.allthingsdistributed.com. 

For feedback, suggestions and corrections to this lab, please email aws-course-feedback@amazon.com.  

  

http://www.allthingsdistributed.com/
mailto:aws-course-feedback@amazon.com
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Appendix A – How to check why your AWS CloudFormation failed 

AWS Management Console 

Go to AWS CloudFormation 

1. Select the stack that failed (status ROLLBACK_COMPLETE or CREATE_FAILED) 

 

2. In the area below click on the Events tab 

 

3. Scroll right or extend browser’s window to the right, to see the last two columns Status and Reason. Scroll 

down and monitor the column Status for CREATE_FAILED status and the column Reason for the actual 

reason why stack creation failed 

Note: In our situation the stack creation failed because the key pair value we’ve provided to the CloudFormation 

template doesn’t exist in this region (check the correct value in Amazon EC2 dashboard, Key Pairs tab) 

 

4. Delete failed stack (use Delete Stack button) and try to create it again 
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Appendix B – Connecting to your Amazon EC2 instance via SSH 

Windows 

Download PuTTY 

1. Download PuTTY to a location of your choice from http://the.earth.li/~sgtatham/putty/latest/x86/putty.exe 

Note: Skip this step if PuTTY is already installed on your workstation 

Download your EC2 Key Pair private key file 

2. Go back to your lab in qwikLAB 

3. Download the qwikLAB provided EC2 Key Pair private key file in the PuTTY compatible PPK format by 

clicking on the Download PPK option in the “Download PEM/PPK” drop-down 

 

4. Save the file to your Downloads directory (or some other directory of your choice) 

Connect to the EC2 Instance using SSH and PuTTY 

5. Open the putty.exe you downloaded or already had 

6. Enter ec2-user@<your EC2 hostname> into the Host Name input in PuTTY (Ctrl+v) 

7. Expand the SSH category by clicking on it 

 

8. Select the Auth category by clicking on it (not the + symbol next to it) 

http://the.earth.li/~sgtatham/putty/latest/x86/putty.exe
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9. Click Browse and locate the PPK file (ending in .ppk) in your Downloads directory or whatever other location 

you chose 

10. Click Open 

 

11. Click Yes when prompted to allow a first connection to this remote SSH server 
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Linux or OS X 

Download your EC2 Key Pair private key file 

5. Go back to your lab in qwikLAB 

6. Download the qwikLAB provided EC2 Key Pair private key file in the PEM format by clicking on the Download 

PEM option in the “Download PEM/PPK” drop-down 

7. Save the file to your Downloads directory (or some other directory of your choice) 

Connect to the EC2 Instance using the OpenSSH CLI client 

8. Open the Terminal application 

9. Enter the below commands substituting the path/filename for the .pem file you downloaded from qiwkLAB™ 

and pasting ec2-user@<your EC2 public DNS name> to substitute the example below 

 

 

 

chmod 0600 $HOME/Downloads/qwiklab-l33-5018.pem; 

ssh -i $HOME/Downloads/qwiklab-l33-5018.pem ec2-user@ec2-23-22-87-238.compute-1.amazonaws.com 


